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MDOT TransportationDept @MDOTNews · Mar 21
MDOT Secretary Pete K. Rahn discusses congestion and the #TrafficReliefPlan at @MDSHA’s Statewide Operations Center in Hanover following the release of the TRIP report. TRIP’s Rocky Moretti is in background. #MDOTinnovates
At Maryland Department of Transportation Statewide Operations Center, awaiting remarks on traffic congestion report @WTOP
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WBAL-TV 11 Baltimore • @wbaltv11 • 13h
New report released confirming Maryland’s traffic congestion is getting worse
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Phil Yacuboski @WBALPhil · 1h
#Maryland #Transportation Pete Rahn says #traffic issues need to be met 'head on' - 'if we don't act, commute times will grow longer.' @wbalaradio
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WUSA9 Retweeted

Annie Yu @AnnieYuTV 5h

NEW REPORT: What's the worst commute in Maryland? A new report finds that Maryland roads have "the highest traffic volume in the nation" and scores the slowest slogs -- which area/road is the worst?? #GetUpDC @WUSA9 #TRAFFIC

What's the worst commute in Maryland?
A new report finds that Maryland roads have "the highest traffic volume in the nation" and scores the slowest slogs 🌐 wusa9.com
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With 9 hours of Emmy Award winning #news coverage every weekday, FOX45 is consistently #Baltimore's most honored news operation. [RTs are not endorsements]
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Ruth Morton @Ruthlestiltskin · 18h
TRIP, transportation research nonprofit, says Maryland’s commute is 2nd longest in America in its report released today on MD traffic

@MDOTNews wants Gov Hogan’s & other improvements to tackle “congestion emergency” — Sec Pete Rahn

@JoyLambert has story at ~4:20 FOX Baltimore
“Congestion is a problem, has been a problem and will be a problem if we do not act decisively with the governor’s traffic relief plan,” Pete Rahn, of the Maryland Department of Transportation, said.
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Phil Yacuboski  @WBALPhil  2h
Rahn:  "We have a congestion emergency." @wbalradio

Phil Yacuboski  @WBALPhil  3h
News conf @MDSHA identifying traffic congestion in the Baltimore and WashingtonDC region @wbalradio
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ChamberMoves  @ChamberMoves  ·  2h
There is a solution.....congress can act to modernize America’s infrastructure...THIS YEAR!#InfrastructureNow

TRIP  @TRIP_Inc
New @TRIP_Inc report says DC area drivers lose $2,007 a year and waste more than two work weeks (87 hours) sitting in traffic congestion ow.ly/EfZc3Co7MHL
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc · 1h

New @TRIP_Inc report says DC area drivers lose $2,007 a year and waste more than two work weeks (87 hours) sitting in traffic congestion ow.ly/EfZc30o7MHL
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc · 2h
New @TRIP_Inc report says DC area drivers lose $2,007 a year and waste more than two work weeks (87 hours) sitting in traffic congestion ow.ly/EfZc30o7MHL
Nancy Slane High liked 3 of your Tweets

‘Congestion emergency’ costs DC-area drivers around $2,000 a year | WTOP (link: https://wtop.com/dc-transit/2019/03/congestion-emergency-costs-dc-area-drivers-thousands-a-year/) wtop.com/dc-transit/201... via @WTOP @TRIP_Inc @MDSHA

EmmaJ - Finance Director liked a Tweet you were mentioned in
#Maryland #Transportation System Needs Added Investment to Ease Congestion, Improve Mobility @TRIP_Inc Report says: (link: https://buff.ly/2TpvwqI) buff.ly/2TpvwqI (link: https://twitter.com/AsphaltContrctr/status/1109097404345868289/photo/1) pic.twitter.com/GG38Opo5aV
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#Maryland #Transportation System Needs Added Investment to Ease Congestion, Improve Mobility @TRIP_Inc Report says: (link: https://buff.ly/2TpvwqI) buff.ly/2TpvwqI

ChamberMoves liked your Tweet
New report released confirming Maryland's traffic congestion is getting worse (link: https://www.wbaltv.com/article/report-released-confirming-marylands-traffic-congestion-is-getting-worse/26901057) wbaltv.com/article/report... @TRIP_Inc @MDSHA
It's your Twitter anniversary! Celebrate with a special Tweet created just for you

Ananth Prasad liked your Tweet
“Keeping Maryland Mobile” report from @TRIP_Inc examines the mobility and efficiency of Maryland’s surface transportation system and explores improvements to enhance access (link: http://ow.ly/h5jV30o7Msa) ow.ly/h5jV30o7Msa
Brian Pallasch liked your Tweet
New @TRIP_Inc report says DC area drivers lose $2,007 a year and waste more than two work weeks (87 hours) sitting in traffic congestion (link: http://ow.ly/EfZc30o7MHL) ow.ly/EfZc30o7MHL (link: https://twitter.com/TRIP_Inc/status/110875936324889857/photo/1) pic.twitter.com/uqoAMObIFM

Infinite Intelligence Group Retweeted your Tweet
MDOT Head Declares Congestion 'Emergency,' Gov. Hogan Asks Lawmakers To Support Parkway's Handover (link: https://www.wbal.com/article/379151/124/mdot-head-declares-congestion-emergency-gov-hogan-asks-lawmakers-to-support-parkways-handover) wbal.com/article/379151... @TRIP_Inc @MDSHA

Alexa Retweeted your Tweet
Baltimore area drivers spend 50 hours a year stuck in traffic congestion and the cost of lost time and wasted fuel adds up to $1,220 @TRIP_Inc (link: http://ow.ly/dFtB30o7MDS) ow.ly/dFtB30o7MDS (link: https://twitter.com/TRIP_Inc/status/1108746836947410945/photo/1) pic.twitter.com/MVdDYUhVSl

William Pratt Retweeted your Tweet
In 2017 Maryland’s major urban highways and roads ranked number one nationally for the average amount of traffic carried daily per-lane-mile (link: http://ow.ly/78kd30o7MSN) ow.ly/78kd30o7MSN (link: https://twitter.com/TRIP_Inc/status/1108765922819652096/photo/1) pic.twitter.com/hLSqnOBoLU

John D. Boyd Retweeted your Tweet
According to @TRIP_Inc report released today, @MDSHA estimates that congestion on Maryland’s highways, freeways and major arterial roads costs the public $3.4 billion annually in the value of lost time and wasted fuel (link: http://ow.ly/78kd30o7MSN) ow.ly/78kd30o7MSN